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“Not just a Nursery, more a ….” 

1 Summary 
Cottenham, with a population of around 6,500 in close proximity to Cambridge, is an affluent village 

which has, for a variety of reasons, neglected investment in its infrastructure over recent years so 

several community facilities are absent, out of date or need expanding. Imminent expansion and 

natural expansion will increase the population towards 8,500 over the next 15 years. 

This project, which includes improvements to the access road and car park and a separate 

replacement Village Hall, provides a purpose-built Early Years Nursery adjacent to the existing 

Ladybird Pre-School. Located on the Recreation Ground, the new Nursery, being adjacent to the 

Ladybird Pre-School, Cottenham Primary School and the Kids Club in the Village Hall, is expected to 

become part of a community hub for working parents with young families in Cottenham. 

The overall project aim is to deliver – as cited in the parish ballot: 

 an all-day all-year early years Nursery to County Council and OfSted standards 

 a much better Village Hall with more and better facilities 

 if you cannot use today’s hall – a good, disability-friendly one 

 if you have young children – improved pre- and post-school facilities 

 a large venue with kitchen and car-parking for a party or wedding reception 

 improved facilities for the Sports & Social Club and older residents’ day care 

 somewhere to hold a business meeting or conference with full WiFi 

This business plan, which focuses on the Nursery, identifies the current and anticipated future needs 

for statutory and elective early years childcare. It explores the accessible market and necessary 

partnering and operating strategies to deliver the community and financial objectives without 

significantly interfering with the viability of existing facilities.  

The design, planning applications and tender process will be funded from Parish Council reserves. 

With interest rates still near historical low levels, debt finance will help create a much-needed 

community asset for Cottenham. Construction and fit-out will be mostly funded from long-term debt 

finance to be arranged with the Public Works Loan Board. These loans will, in turn, be financed from 

a supplementary precept paid by the village’s Council Tax payers and supplemented by “early years” 

developer contributions from recently-permitted housing developments. Operating profits will be 

used to help pay down the debt, and reduce the supplementary precept, within the loan period – a 

strategy facilitated by using several loans that can be redeemed individually as resources permit. 

The project will provide a valuable service to the community and valuable physical asset, quickly 

cover its operating costs and, as usage increases, allow the supplementary precept to be eliminated 

and costs transferred to users. The facility will create a significant contribution to local finances. 

This design, separating the two buildings – Hall and Nursery - avoids the building height, mass and 

scale issues that were contentious to planners. We aim to deliver the Hall, Nursery and associated 

car park and roadway improvement within a £3.0 million + VAT capital project financed as follows: 

 apply up to £400,000 from reserves to finance the design 

 sustain the precept at £118,000 p.a. specifically to finance the necessary long-term debt 

 apply to MHCLG for authority to borrow up to £2.5 million for around 25 years 

 apply anticipated developer contributions 
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2 Identifying the need 

Challenges & Limitations 
Local Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure sufficient early years and childcare places. Some 

children, from the term following their 2nd birthday and all children from the term following their 

3rd birthday, are entitled to 15 hours a week free early years education up to the point they are 

entitled to start statutory education. Subject to additional criteria, some children are entitled to 30 

hours free childcare each week. S106 funds have been secured to support the development of 

approximately 50 additional places. Places may be provided by day nurseries, pre-schools, 

maintained nursery classes or accredited child-minders. 

SCDC’s emerging Local Plan policy SC/4 supports provision of commercial facilities important to 
community life including childcare nurseries, local shops restaurants and cafes, and public houses. 
To retain sustainability, by facilitating employment for parents, Cottenham’s emerging 

Neighbourhood Plan identifies a need for an all-day all-year-round childcare facility. 

In August 2015, Cottenham had around 258 children aged between 0 and 4 with: 

 37 aged between 0 and 1 

 106 between 1 and 2 

 115 between 3 and 4 

This implies that around 100 children are eligible for funded childcare places and, of course, many 

more who self-fund additional care. 

On the supply side: 

 Ladybird pre-school has 80 children registered for 65 sessional places, of which 9 are for 2 

y.o. and 56 for 3-4 y.o. children 

 Little People has 2 children registered for 10 childminder places, of which 2 are for 2 y.o. and 

8 for 3-4 y.o. children 

 Lucy Mutter has 80 children registered for 3 childminder places, of which 1 is for 2 y.o. and 2 

for 3-4 y.o. children 

Complications 
Cottenham has grown substantially over recent years and demand for childcare is likely to increase 

progressively over the next five years as houses are built out in accordance with the recently-

granted planning permissions for up to 530 homes, which are expected to bring around 90 additional 

0 to 4 year old children eligible for funded childcare places. This has led to successful s.106 claims for 

early years contributions from these developments. 

Introduction of free 30 hours per week care for qualifying parents is increasing demand. 

In addition, many parents self-fund additional hours, mostly outside Cottenham due to the limited 

number of places available within the village. 

The Cambridge area is a strategic site for economic development and above average growth seems 

likely for some time into the future. While Cottenham is not a strategic site for South 

Cambridgeshire District Council due to its limited infrastructure, especially roads and public 

transport, and location between flood plain and Green Belt, development pressure is likely to 

continue. 
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Cottenham has an estimated need for a 50+-place Nursery to meet the need for all-day all-year-

round pre-school care for 0 to 5 year old children, arising from: 

a) a shortfall in pre-school space for early years (0-5) education at the statutory level of 
provision with limited supply of all-day care within the village resulting in avoidable traffic 
delivering children to carers in neighbouring villages. 

b) Increased demand arising from housing development adding over 100 children to the 
early years contingent 

c) increasing demand for all-day pre-school places as a result of the proposed change to 30-
hour free state provision. 

 

Cottenham’s emerging Neighbourhood Plan (NP) has identified a residual need for a further 91 

locally-affordable homes in the parish later in its plan period, which could generate further demand 

for up to 27 places. 

Thus, under policy SC/4 of the emerging Local Plan, taking account of capacity at existing facilities, 

there is an imminent need for a substantial increase in early years provision near Cottenham. 

3 Validating the need 

Evidence of community consultation and support 
In addition to many informal consultations by email, social media or face-to-face, there have been 

four principal sources to the NP: 

 Vision Plan – this parish-wide survey in 2014, with 217 responses, focused on improvements 

to facilities: 

o 46% of respondents thought we needed a new or refurbished Village Hall 

 NP survey – this parish-wide survey in the winter of  2016, with 973 responses, tested 

residents’ views on a wide range of issues: 

o One finding relates to provision of a Nursery 

 44% thought we should Improve number and availability of pre-school 

places 

 Ballot – this parish-wide ballot in late 2016, with 453 responses, tested residents’ views on 

whether or not “a new Village Hall and Nursery is worth £1/week on each home’s Council 

Tax”? 

o 60.5% were in favour; some raising clarification questions or urging progress. 

o 39.5% were against; many thinking the use of Council Tax was unfair or the Tax was 

too high  

 7 issues – this parish-wide survey in late 2017, with 466 responses, tested residents’ views 

on: 

o separating the Village Hall and Nursery to improve the probability of obtaining 

planning permission 

 68% were in favour and a further 19% had no preference 

o Proximity of the Nursery to the Primary School  

 71% were in favour and a further 17% had no preference 
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Key dates and meetings 
As options have been considered and the design evolved, a number of public occasions have been 

used to display the project status: 

 Cottenham Festival, on 2nd July 2016, to show project overview, including estimated costs. 

 Parish Council, on 5th July 2016, to select the external design and decide whether to proceed 

with an application for outline planning permission or move directly to full permission. 

 Parish Council, on 20th October 2016, approved formal application for planning permission. 

 Financing model developed through to precept and loan following ballot. 

 Parish Council decisions on ballot and increased precept (10th January 2017). 

 A formal planning application was made in December 2016 and refused in May 2017. 

 Post-refusal meetings with SCDC planners clarified the reasons for refusal. 

 The “mass and scale” in the open countryside issue can be addressed by removing the 

nursery from the main build; the nursery also has planning issues in its own right. 

 A Highways pre-application meeting has identified a suitable solution for the access. 

 Two pre-application reports have been obtained – separately for the Hall and Nursery. 

Nominal demolition timing is Summer 2018 with construction complete by April 2019. 

4 Researching possible solutions 

Design criteria - Cambridgeshire County Council 
The siting of the nursery building is crucial to the success of the nursery and the relationship within 

the community. 

 Settings should be sited close to planned or existing primary schools, because the 

children that attend the nursery often have siblings in these schools. The locality of the 

nursery is as important to parents as is the quality of the provision. 

 Settings sited near to local primary schools develop close relationships with them. 

 Children become familiar with the school site, and this helps in their transition to 

primary school. 

 Make sure that the nursery will not cause traffic congestion around nearby schools. 

 Large nurseries can generate significant traffic, although this is usually spread 

throughout the day and not only during the rush hour. The nursery location must also 

take into account traffic noise and pollution. 

 Nurseries should be close to public transport links, because staff have to travel to work 

and many do not own a motor vehicle. 

 They should be sited close to industry. Parents prefer their children to be in nurseries 

closer to their work rather than their home, in case of sickness or emergencies where 

they may need to get to their children quickly. 

 Because parents frequently bring their children to settings close to their place of work, 

the site must incorporate suitable, sufficient, and safe parking for dropping off and 

collection. 
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 Parking spaces should be wide to make it easier for parents with pushchairs. 

 Many nurseries are open from typically 7.30am to 6.00pm for five days a week, all year 

round. This must be taken into consideration when siting nurseries close to residential 

areas. 

 In new build nurseries, all the children’s rooms must have direct access to the outside 

areas, to meet the needs of the children regarding access to indoor and outdoor play 

throughout the day. Normally this implies a single-storey building. 

 The nursery should be located and designed in such a way that the children feel they are 

part of the community, and are able to see daily life passing outside the windows. 

 Where practicable, the site should be level, away from large bodies of water, and free 

from the possibility of flooding. 

 The nursery should include play areas that surround the building. 

 The site must provide easy access for the emergency services. 

 The setting must have enough space around it for safe fire-assembly points. 

Location criteria - South Cambridge District Council Local Plan 
In addition, SCDC’s emerging Local Plan policy SC/7 requires that 7. Services and facilities should be 

provided in accessible locations, and that opportunities for joint provision and co-location of 

compatible services and facilities should be examined and such provision made where this is 

practical and cost efficient to service and facility providers.  

 

Location criteria - Cottenham’s Neighbourhood Plan 
Cottenham’s emerging Neighbourhood Plan focuses location criteria on: 

i. proximity to the primary school, to limit traffic and improve child safety for children 
attending the out-of-school club 

ii. location within the village centre for easy walking distance for most village residents 

iii. site scale to provide secure parking facilities for those further afield in the parish or less 

mobile 

iv. distance from neighbouring residences to minimise noise disturbance 
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Aggregating the key criteria 
The new facility must meet a number of design and location criteria: 

 Requirement Approach Nearest fit 

Size County Council standards-
compliance for approximately 
45 youngsters 

CCC-compliant spaces 
for 11 babies, 10 
toddlers and 24 pre-
school children 

Community 
Centre 

Accessibility Disability-friendly Accessible toilets for 
adults; changing 
facilities in baby and 
toddler areas 

Community 
Centre 

Noise Neighbour- friendly Separation from 
neighbours to minimise 
noise disturbance 

Village Hall 

Safeguarding Protecting vulnerable 
youngsters 

Standalone building 
facilitates “lock-down” 
when occupied. 

None 

Car-parking Adequate not to exclude 
residents from within parish 
but outside village  

Adequate parking space 
with restricted access 
during school drop-off 
and pick-up times to 
deter additional traffic. 

Village Hall 

Cycle storage Adequate to encourage use by 
all village residents 

Per SCDC policy Village Hall 

Buggy parking Adequate to encourage use   

Centrality Within village central area to 
maximise walking 

Site is within 800 metre 
walking distance of the 
village centre 

Community 
Centre 

Control Building under Charity or Parish 
Council control 

Parish Council 
ownership; charity 
operation 

Community 
Centre or 
Village Hall 
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Potential sites 
As part of the Neighbourhood Plan research, six central sites (see Figure 1) were considered for 
extension, new build or refurbishment: 

a) Cottenham Club - not listed but is located in the Conservation Area close to 

neighbouring residences. It is privately operated with limited scope for extension 

without sacrificing some of the relatively few parking spaces; also the building fabric is 

around 100 years old making expensive renovation essential. 

b) Community Centre - not listed but is located in the Conservation Area close to 

neighbouring residences. It is operated by a charity but has negligible scope for 

extension and no parking spaces; in addition the building fabric is around 100 years old 

making renovation expensive. 

c) Cottenham Salvation Army Hall – not listed but is located in the Conservation Area close 

to neighbouring residences. It is privately operated, has limited scope for extension and 

no parking spaces; in addition the building fabric is around 100 years old making 

renovation expensive. 

d) Co-op site is a brownfield site located in the Conservation Area close to neighbours. It is 

privately operated and has some scope for new build but has vehicle access issues. 

e) Durman Stearn is a brownfield site located in the Conservation Area close to 

neighbouring residences. It is privately operated and has some scope for new build but 

has vehicle access issues. 

f) Watson’s Yard is a brownfield site located in the Conservation Area close to 

neighbouring residences. The site is in multiple ownership and has some scope for new 

build but has vehicle access issues. 

None of the above sites is within Parish Council control, creating additional complexity for a 
community facility investment. 

Four sites on or near the Recreation ground were also considered; all of which offer improved safety 
for children attending both the out-of-school club and Primary School, especially if siblings attend 
the adjacent Ladybird pre-school: 

g) Land between Rampthill Farm and the Cottenham United Charities Allotments – land 

owned by Cambridgeshire County Council with strong aspirations to develop as housing. 

h) Part of the Cottenham United Charities Allotments – the Trust and allotment holders 

are reluctant to move from this location which would, in any case, be close to 

neighbouring residences. 

i) Adjacent to the recently-built Sports Pavilion – land outside the village development 

framework and dedicated as King George V Playing Field and would need substitution 

and, in any case, is close to neighbouring residences. 

j) On or near the site of the existing Village Hall – although the land is just outside the 

village development framework, it is adjacent to the expanding Primary School and 

inside the framework proposed in the emerging Neighbourhood Plan. 

The existing Village Hall site is considered suitable in the AECOM site assessment. 

The Parish Council study concluded that no other sites in the village can provide a “safe cluster” to 
safeguard children and minimise traffic. The “safe cluster” of Primary School, Ladybird Pre-School 
and the planned new Nursery permit minimum-distance safe off-road transfers between the 
facilities when children transfer between Primary School and out-of-school club or parents are 
dropping off or collecting children from any of these facilities. 
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Figure 1: Sites reviewed as potential locations for Nursery – see corresponding text 
for details 

 

 

The Recreation Ground site is sustainably located at one end of the route served frequently by Citi8 
buses although improved access and control of on-site car parking will also be necessary for 
residents living some distance from the site and beyond the range of more sustainable walking, 
cycling or bus services. 
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Planning implications 
The Recreation ground sites, including the site of the existing Village Hall and adjacent Ladybird pre-

school are technically “in the countryside”, being outside the existing village development 

framework and therefore in conflict with policy DP/7 in the adopted Local Plan and policy S/7 in the 

emerging Local Plan. However, as can be seen in Figure 2, the site of the existing Village Hall and 

Ladybird pre-school are already permitted developments outside the village development 

framework. They are already virtually surrounded on three sides by housing and the Primary School 

buildings. A further expansion of the Primary School is imminent to cater for recent and substantial 

planning permissions on the south-west side of Rampton Road. 

It was concluded that a minor adjustment to the village development framework, mostly to embrace 

established buildings including the Village Hall, Ladybird pre-school and recent extension to the 

primary School would not encroach into “real” open countryside and involves no significant loss of 

recreation space yet would enable a considerable improvement to amenity within the village, 

including the enjoyment of sport. 

Cottenham’s emerging Neighbourhood Plan includes the site within a slightly extended development 

framework, outlined in blue on Figure 2. The extension represents a minor adjustment of the 

framework, mostly to include established buildings. It is not really extending the framework into 

“open countryside” and involves no significant loss of recreational space, while considerably 

enhancing amenity. 

 

Policy from Pre-submission draft Neighbourhood Plan 

Policy AF/3: Nursery 

Planning permission will be approved for a NurseryG54 on the Recreation 
Ground to provide facilities for early years education and child-care, provided 
the design: 

a) does not lead to loss of any sports pitches, and 
b) is imaginative and original to extend and renew the distinctive character 

and traditions of Cottenham’s built environment, and 
c) is supported by an event management planG69 to co-ordinate people and 

vehicle movements on-site, and 
d) encourages pedestrian access, and 
e) contributes to safer traffic movements by inclusion of appropriate on-site 

parking and site access improvements 
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Figure 2: Cottenham development framework (per Pre-submission draft 
Neighbourhood Plan v4 2018) 
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5 Design evolution 

The Integrated Hall & Nursery proposal 
An integrated two-storey building including both the Village Hall and Early Years Nursery on the site 

of the existing Village Hall remains the most cost-effective and safest solution to the established 

need. It is therefore necessary for this building to be sited “in the countryside”” as is its predecessor. 

However the height, mass and scale necessary to encompass the necessary facilities within the 

available space with the added consideration of being outside the village framework made the 

design unacceptable to planners. 

To reduce the perceived mass and scale, several measures were considered or applied: 

a) separate buildings would reduce the mass and scale of any individual building but there are no 

obvious locations that do not necessitate re-development of the Ladybird Pre-School and 

increase the burden on the public purse. 

b) single storey on a larger footprint would reduce the perceived mass but the immediate site is 

constrained on all four sides by the Ladybird pre-school, Cottenham Primary School, the car park 

and underground services, and the football field. 

c) two different roof configurations to reduce ridge height relative to the Primary School and the 

perceived mass and scale of the roof itself: 

i. a shallower pitched design with reduced ceiling heights and some absorption of the upper 

floor within the roof space prevents plant being housed in the roof space and, although 

acceptable to members of the Village Design Group and residents voting in the ballot which 

agreed to fund it from the precept, was not liked by the SCDC Urban Design team 

ii. a compromise “two-pile” approach suggested by the Urban Design team, although not liked 

by members of the Village Design Group, could be rendered more acceptable by use of 

contrasting materials to break up the appearance when viewed from the south-eastern 

approach from Lambs Lane. It is this design that is currently proposed. 

The single building, while inevitably larger in mass and scale than the existing building, was designed 

to complement the recently-built Sports Pavilion and policy B/1 of The Cottenham Village Design 

Guide - “High quality contemporary architecture is encouraged. Imaginative and original design can 

extend and renew the distinctive character and traditions of Cottenham’s built environment.” 

However, that design proved to have unacceptable “mass and scale” for a building located in the 

“open countryside” in planning terms and integration of the Nursery added additional complications. 

There were also concerns that the increased parking provision might attract more traffic along the 

access road during the sensitive drop-off and pick-up times for the Primary School. 

Separating the Hall and Nursery 
The revised design separates the Nursery into a dedicated building with improved safeguarding 

potential but at increased overall cost. The standalone Village Hall has a slightly smaller footprint 

and lower height but has similar hall revenue prospects to the previous design. 

Proposed improvements to the access road will significantly improve pedestrian safety by providing 

a segregated footway alongside a wider carriageway so two vehicles can pass without risk of being 

forced onto the footway or to reverse into Lambs Lane. The additional parking spaces will not be 

available during school drop-off and pick-up times.  
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6 The future Nursery 

Design 
The current proposal suggests a single-storey building with gross internal areas below 330 m2 yet 

providing three main spaces. 

For sustainability, the nursery should be located within 800 metres of most residents. 

The design is based on a single-storey design compliant with Cambridgeshire County Council 

standard for the location & specification of new build nurseries and pre-schools. Layouts will be 

subject to revision as the planning permission and design process continues. 

Seen from the site entrance, the “single-pile” design allows a relatively-steep roof pitch, 

characteristic of many Cottenham villas while keeping the roof ridge height below that of the near 

neighbour Cottenham Primary School. The appearance is softened by asymmetric use of surface 

cladding and colouring. 

Seen from the playing field, the building style relates well to the Sports Pavilion at the other side of 

the main football pitch. 

With core services to be provided by the Parish Council, day-to-day operation is intended to be 

provided by Ladybird Pre-School. 

 

Schematics of the proposed design and location on the Recreation Ground. 

 
Figure 3: Elevations 
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Figure 4: Site layout 

 

Floor layout 

The three main spaces are: 

 42m2 baby room for up to 11 babies, with adjoining changing area, milk kitchen and 
sleeping area 

 30m2 toddler room for up to 10 toddlers, with adjoining toilet and changing area 

 60m2 pre-school room for up to 24 pre-school children, with adjoining toilets 

Each area has direct access to outside spaces including a 67m2 secure play area. 

The building also has a 16m2 kitchen, laundry, 13m2 office, and 26m2 staff room. 

 
Figure 5: Nursery floor layout 
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Security 
The building will be physically secure with roller shutters across all ground floor doors and windows 

with added protection from all-round 24/7 CCTV and perimeter alarm system. The alarm system will 

be managed day-by-day by a member of staff; one of whom must be on site whenever any part of 

the building is occupied. 

Access to main areas within the building will be controlled by an electronic locking system to 

minimise the need for staff supervision. 
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7 Capital Finance 

Capital Costs & Primary Finance 
 Delays and increases in interest charges have increased the estimated project costs. 

 The current estimate for the Nursery, Village Hall and roadworks project, is around £3,150,000 + 

VAT including professional fees and contingencies based on a construction cost for the Nursery 

of around £800,000 +VAT. 

Item Fees Construction Total 

Concept > planning permission £33,000  £33,000 

Road and site works (inc. temp. accommodation) 
£245,500 

£130,000 £130,000 

Village Hall £1,850,000 £2,095,500 

Nursery £115,000 £770,000 £885,000 

Total £393,000 £2,750,000 £3,143,500 

 

 Under Local Government financing rules it is necessary to have access to the funds for the entire 

project before committing to construction. 

 The financing model agreed by the Parish Council is based on a combination of VAT recovery 

from HMRC, use of financial reserves and borrowing from the Public Works Loan Board over 

around 30 years. 

 These factors indicate that borrowing of up to around £2,700,000 may be necessary to finance 

the combined project. 

 This amount – barring serious increases in government borrowing rates - should be sufficient to 

repay a debt of around £2,700,000 over 35 years in the absence of other funding. 

 Recent planning permissions include around £1 million in s.106 developer contributions, with 

50% of the nursery element payable “up-front” allowing actual borrowing to be reduced. 

 The primary repayment model adopted by the Parish Council following a village-wide ballot is to 

increase the precept by £118,000 p.a., (the “supplementary precept”) which is equivalent to 

£0.99 per week on a Band D home (66p/week for Band A, £1.50/week for Band G). 

 By structuring the loan appropriately (several concurrent loans, possibly over different terms), 

net income, donations/grants and/or developer windfall contributions can be used to pay off the 

debt in stages, allowing a progressive reduction in the supplementary precept. 

The construction will be financed from a Parish Council “Capital Fund” created from Parish Council 

reserves and a number of public works loans raised for an initial period of up to 35 years. 

The Parish Council will annually review the level of outstanding debt, net receipts from operations, 

developer and other contributions or donations and, whenever possible repay some loans to reduce 

the outstanding debt and, in turn the level of the supplementary precept. 
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Supplementary funding 
In addition, various other forms of finance will be sought to reduce the capital outlay and/or secure 

future revenue income without compromising the project timescale. These could include: 

 Developer contributions 

o While not actively sought, further windfalls from developer contributions are likely, 

especially for off-site Early Years provision. These mostly come some years in the 

future so cannot offset the initial build costs, but they can be used to help pay off 

debt earlier than planned. 

 Grants 

o Cottenham is, on average, an affluent village putting us at a disadvantage against 

other communities when bidding for grants. There are some sources (e.g. WREN) of 

modest grant funding that may be relevant for “fitting-out” projects on a room-by-

room basis, once we agree the target purposes and requirements of each space. 

 Partner funding 

o There may be partners willing to invest up-front in exchange for security of tenure 

(longer-term contracts with fixed or specified fees) and/or future discounts. 

 Lottery 

o Subject to obtaining the necessary licence and finding a champion to promote it, we 

could run a lottery to raise funds, especially once the Nursery is open for business. 

 Advertising 

o There may be scope to create and let advertising space both internally and 

externally or both community and commercial advertisers. 

 Sponsorships 

o From individual rooms to the entire building, short-term and long-term “naming 

rights” are options. 
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8 Revenue finance 
Time and promotion will be needed to generate full use of the Nursery’s services and optimise 

revenues. Much of that promotion, especially if Ladybirds is the operating partner, will be by word of 

mouth from parents familiar the Ladybird Pre-School. Nevertheless regular promotion will be 

needed in the Cottenham Newsletter and on the Ladybird Pre-School and Parish Council’s website 

and Facebook pages, and elsewhere. 

This emerging full Business Plan will include optimistic and pessimistic incremental cost and income 

projections to build up the finance model. It will be subject to wider scrutiny in the Parish Council 

and will be a key part of our submission to the Ministry for Housing, Communities & Local 

Government, once we have planning permission. 

Market assessment is under way to confirm partners, identify potential users and set acceptable 

rates so fit-out can be geared to necessary functionality and detailed financial modelling undertaken 

against achievement of four progressive financial milestones: 

1. Positive operating income: revenue exceeds operating costs (to be achieved from day #1) 

2. Positive cash-flow exc. capital: net operating income exceeds interest payments 

3. Positive cash-flow: net operating income exceeds all outgoings 

4. Positive return on capital: accumulated income exceeds accumulated outgoings (if desired?) 

It is important to note when setting fee rates and financial targets that the community will have 

accrued a substantial financial asset and long-term source of revenue. 

Targets 
Target # Financial goal Target date 

1 Positive operating income Year #1 

2 Positive cash-flow exc. capital repayments Year #3 

3 Positive cash-flow Year #7 

4 Positive return on capital Year #10 

 

Operation & finance 
While operated by a trusted partner, some operating costs – utilities and caretaking - will be carried 

by the owner but unlikely to exceed £20K p.a. 

Operating income will probably be based on an occupancy formula  

At maximum 45-child capacity utilised for 50 weeks per year on a 11/5 hour basis, there are some 

123,750 child-care hours available generating an income of over £60K p.a. at £0.50/child-hour. 
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9 Next milestones 
What are the next key milestones? 

 Adapt the design in line with pre-application reports on planning issues 

 Obtain planning permission from SCDC 

 Confirm collaboration with Cambridgeshire County Council – Education 

 Confirm Ladybird Pre-School charity (or alternative) as operating partner 

 Application to DCLG for borrowing power (around £2.5 million) 

 Authorise technical design 

 Enter competitive procurement process 

How do we get to them? 

 Obtain planning permission from SCDC – wait and see; may need / want to amend 

 Application to DCLG for borrowing power – formal application needs planning 

permission, proof of residential support, business plan etc. 

 Authorise technical design – CPC - conditional on planning permission? 

 Once construction contracts are placed, develop detailed collaborative agreements with 

Ladybird Pre-School or alternative qualified operator. 
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